SAFRAN IN GERMANY

Nearly 1,300 employees (excluding joint ventures)

13 sites

- Safran Helicopter Engines
- Safran Engineering Services
- Safran Nacelles
- Safran Cabin
  - Hamburg
- ArianeGroup
  - Bremen
- Safran Data Systems
  - Bergisch Gladbach
- Safran Cabin
  - Harburg
- Safran Electronics & Defense
  - Murr

Service and maintenance activities
Commercial and administrative activities
R&D and production activities

Assembly of Airbus A320neo nacelles in Hamburg, fitted with LEAP-1A® engines from CFM International*

65% of German helicopters powered by Safran Helicopter Engines

Production of systems and equipment for aircraft interiors (on-board connectivity, galleys, cabin control systems)

4,000 fiberoptic gyros manufactured each year in the country

Production of on-board and ground modular data recorders for the space sector

Europrop International GmbH
  (joint venture between Safran Aircraft Engines, ITA, MTU and Rolls-Royce)
MTR GmbH
  (joint venture between Safran Helicopter Engines, ITA, MTU and Rolls-Royce)
Aerospace Embedded Solutions
  (joint venture between Safran Electronics & Defense and Eumet)
EUMET
  (joint venture between Safran Aircraft Engines and MTR)
Safran Passenger Innovations
  (joint venture between Safran Civil Aircraft Engines and MTR)